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Problem.
eCommerce Credit Card Fraud is one of the biggest threats to 

online businesses. If you don’t fight it, credit card chargebacks can 

result in losing everything. If you fight it too well, you may be 

turning away legitimate customers. And they never come back.

Worse, the manual verification process takes time. A lot of time. 

Time you could be spending on growing your business. 
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What we do
FraudFix provides the most advanced eCommerce fraud 

protection technology performing a thorough analysis of each 

transaction and making a determination in under one second. 

FraudFix returns a low, medium or high risk score per order, 

preventing fraudulent orders, while allowing the legitimate 

customers through, and ultimately driving your company’s 

revenue forward.
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We use Chargeback Protection to predict risk of 

future chargebacks before accepting the order.

Fastest approval - don't settle for less than a 

one second fraud check. Guaranteed.

Chargeback Prevention Guarantee

We are so confident - that we will accept the risk.

FraudFix can help you automate your approvals by as much as 

98.5%, maximizing profits without the cost of fraud.

We manage all the fraud rules - Customized solutions 

without the hassle?  Now that's fraud done right.

Our custom setups, adjustments, and performance monitoring 

are included in all pricing packages.
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Send your orders to our API

Once an order is placed, Fraudfix

returns a decision of either: 

Safe, Unsafe or Fraud

Automatic rejections or

acceptance cover most levels,

some may be flagged to be manually

 reviewed by the customerr.

Hundreds of data points are 

captured about every customer
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Send your orders to our API. We’ll gather hundreds of data points

 about every order. With our device  fingerprinting technology,

proxy piercing detection and Advanced Machine Learning algorithms, 

we’ll return a decision on each transaction. We match each transaction

against multiple, comprehensive Identity Networks to further enhance

fraud prevention resulting from friendly fraud and account takeovers.

How it works.
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Dashboard
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Get a bird's eye view detailing each transaction on a single 

screen, saving time from clicking or scrolling into other pages. 

Our dashboard offers a full suite of forensics and investigative 

tools including user identity validation, address and email 

validation, IP intelligence and much more.

We also provide detailed risk factors, reasons and 

recommended actions for each transaction.
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Servicing enterprise 
clients for more than a decade
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